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“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Acknowledgment is the Beginning

Most of us have probably never attended an Alcoholics Anonymous meeting but
we are aware that part of the process of becoming a member of that organization
is that one must acknowledge who he or she is and admit (or confess) that he or
she is an alcoholic. Individuals are often sponsored by another alcoholic and
invited to attend the AA meeting. This initial invitation hopefully begins the
long process of rescuing someone from the controlling influence of alcohol. As
time progresses and that once newly invited member creates distance between
himself and the uncontrollable desire to give himself over to alcohol, he may
then sponsor someone else and invite another individual to an AA meeting. The
elements of all the AA meetings follow a similar structure during which individuals
are allowed to acknowledge their addiction to alcohol. They then begin what is
referred to as a 12 step program. They are encouraged to follow that journey
out of this devastating addiction. As the process moves along they are lead to
eventually realize that there is a power greater than themselves and they are
therefore encouraged to pursue a spiritual journey.

The process of attending regularly scheduled meetings continues. Since there
are AA groups that meet all around the world, when alcoholics are traveling
they often make themselves aware of when and where meetings are being held
and perhaps even attend the meeting. Traveling alcoholics also often stay in
touch with their sponsor during their time away from their regular support group
in order to minimize the opportunity of falling back under the control of alcohol.
The recovering alcoholic may continue for the rest of his life to attend meetings
in order to assist him in maintaining his release from the control of alcohol.

Although AA was the first to establish this kind of organizational support group,
similar meetings are now held for all types of addictions. Drugs, gambling, abusive
behaviors, etc. are just a few of the many areas that have begun to rely on meetings
of this type as a method of addressing any addiction or behavior that has a
dangerous or devastating controlling influence over one’s life.

In most cases, the requirement for joining one of these groups is that every person
who chooses to regularly attend the meetings must first acknowledge the need
for help beyond himself — that is, he must admit to others in the group as well
as to himself that the addiction or behavior is too powerful to overcome without
help from a source outside of the individual.
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disciples. And when the Pharisees saw it, they said to His disciples,
‘Why does your Teacher eat with tax collectors and sinners?’ When
Jesus heard that, He said to them, ‘Those who are well have no need of
a physician, but those who are sick. But go and learn what this means:
“I desire mercy and not sacrifice.” For I did not come to call the righteous,
but sinners, to repentance.’” (Matthew 9:10-13 �KJV)

The cure is the same as it has been through history. But the reason it no longer
works is that the church has become a self satisfied society that is quite content
with viewing itself as a social club composed of people who enjoy their affiliation
with each other — sort of a resort hotel for saints. We all know that a stay at a
resort hotel leaves us refreshed and rested. We don’t have to make the bed or
clean the room. We just sit back and enjoy our stay. Other people are responsible
for doing the work. We’re there to get away from pressures and responsibilities!
We want to go home relaxed and feeling good about ourselves and everyone
with whom we have been associated for the duration of our stay. It’s a hotel
where the saints meet for fun and fellowship— not a hospital for the sick. Who
wants to listen to the woes and problems of others while visiting the resort
hotel? Moreover, who wants to talk about their own problems while they’re
there for rest and relaxation? Have too many Christians forgotten that they too
were once without Christ, and lost in the same sin that controls those who have not
yet become a member in good standing at our “resort hotel?” Do we feel so
good about ourselves that we have forgotten that we will always need the “Great
Physician?” Are we — like the elder son in the parable of the Good Samaritan
— wallowing in the knowledge that we didn’t spend time in the pigpen? But —
we did— we were in the same pig pen before we acknowledged that there was
evil in our lives that could only be cured by a Power greater than ourselves. The
church is the hospital where sinners (and addicts) should feel comfortable going
for support from those who were once controlled by sin — just like they are now.

Earlier in this article we stated that one of the ways that groups like AA and the
Church are similar is the fact that “the very existence of both groups is completely
need based.” The problem arises when those of us in the church start to think of
our “need” as fun, fellowship, relaxation, rest, etc. instead of a cure from the
sickness of evil and sin. We quickly wallow in the pleasantries of “church
membership” forgetting that — like the alcoholic — we continue for the rest of
our lives to attend meetings that assist us in maintaining our release from the
control of sin. Have we convinced ourselves that we have put so much distance
between ourselves and sin that we forget to sponsor someone who was once like
ourselves and invite him or her to our meetings?
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But that’s a problem for the church in today’s culture. What is defined as sin in
Scripture is often viewed by today’s society as nothing more than a normal part
of life. Because of a complete ignorance of Scripture, the wisdom of men is given
equivalence with the Word of God — so hardly anything rises to the definition
of sin or evil in today’s culture — and without recognition of evil, there will be
no acknowledgment that there is a need for a Power greater than oneself.

Just as sure as help will elude an alcoholic who refuses to acknowledge that he
is controlled by an addiction that is evil, so it is that salvation will remain
unavailable to a sinner who refuse to acknowledge he is in need of a Savior
because of his sin. People in a world that refuses to recognize sin as sin, will also
not acknowledge that sin separates them from God — thus they will remain in
sin. Just as an alcoholic must meet the requirement of acknowledgment before he
would have a desire to participate in AA, so also must a sinner acknowledge his
lost condition to be reached by the Gospel. Acknowledgement is the beginning
of recovery for an alcoholic and the beginning of salvation for the lost soul.

Every conversion noted in Scripture includes the recognition of a need to return
to God. Without acknowledgment of sin and separation from God, the Gospel is
of no effect. The world today does everything possible to redefine sinful acts in
the name of tolerance and protecting the self esteem of individuals. An addict
has some event or circumstance that causes him to recognize his addiction as evil.
In today’s society however, a person can actually feel good about himself while
living in direct conflict with his Creator. There is no recognition that something
is wrong in one’s life — all seems well — even though separated from God.

In today’s culture, suggesting to individuals that their sinful acts will ultimately
lead them to hell for eternity is seen as mean spirited and hateful. How could
anyone say such a hurtful statement to anyone? The church therefore finds itself
trapped into protecting itself from being identified as bigoted Christians trying
to get others to acknowledge evil and sin in their lives. Just as alcoholics would
continue in a destructive lifestyle if there were no sponsors to help them admit
to themselves and others that their addiction is evil, lost souls can peacefully go
through life without any acknowledgment of their lost condition. Without the
church being the event or incident in the lives of sinners that leads them to
acknowledgement of evil in their lives, there is never a way for lost souls to
know that good and evil is clearly defined in the Scriptures and can be understood
by all. When the church fails to be the force that causes the masses to recognize
and acknowledge evil in their lives, they are doomed to destruction.

So what cure is there if any? How can the church become the support group for
sinners? And why isn’t it already serving in that capacity?

“�ow it happened, as Jesus sat at the table in the house, that behold,
many tax collectors and sinners came and sat down with Him and His

Most of us would readily admit that addictions like those of which we have
mentioned here — whatever the nature of them — would likely include numerous
sinful actions and/or behaviors. This would lead us to think that the church
would — or should — be a good place for people to go who need to have a support
group as well as introduce them to a Power that is beyond themselves. When
these individuals have reached the point in their addiction where they are ready
to admit to themselves and others that they need help beyond themselves, one
would also think that they have probably— at that point — become aware of sin
and are seeking forgiveness for that sin in their lives (even though they may not
recognize it by that term). But is the church where those individuals turn to for
help? Hardly ever! Should the church be a good place for those individuals to go?
Yes, it should be — but — unfortunately, that isn’t the case.

Why? We don’t propose to know the answer but let’s consider some social type
similarities and differences that exist between the church and groups like AA.
• Both are a place where those who are in need of help, gather. 
• Both reach out to others who are willing to acknowledge a need for
release from a burden they have — whether it as an addiction or sin.

• Both dwindle and die when current group members no longer reach out to
people who need what the group has to offer.

• The very existence of both groups is completely need based.

If you recall, we stated earlier in this article that the requirement for joining one
of these AA type groups is that every person who chooses to regularly attend the
meeting must first acknowledge the need for help beyond himself — he must
admit to others in the group as well as to himself that the addiction or behavior is
too powerful to overcome without help from a source outside of himself.

Let’s relate this same concept now to the Church. In the case of an addicted person,
there must be a recognition that something is wrong in his or her life — that all
is not well. Wouldn’t that happen because the individual finally recognizes the
addiction as something evil? There could be a variety of incidences or events in the
life of the addicted person that could lead to that recognition but for the church —
good and evil is clearly defined by the Scriptures and can be identified by nothing
more than knowledge and understanding of the Bible.

Hence, the challenge faced by the church today is the reluctance on the part of people
to define good and evil in terms of Scripture. Not until lost souls acknowledge that
God defines good and evil — and it is in the light of His definition — not
mankind’s — that they will face Him at judgment — can the church become the
sponsoring resource for lost souls. Remember, we stated that individuals are often
sponsored by another alcoholic and invited to attend the AA meeting. That means
that the newly invited member knows that he is being sponsored by someone who
has been where he is now. So the newly invited member admits to and acknowledges
the same “sin” that once controlled his sponsor.
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